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1 Scientific and Technical Objectives

The overarching objective of the effort is to explore the possibility of formally characterizing the concept of trust using tools from interdependence and game theory in complex and dynamic social environments. Specifically, this work is will focus on the following three objectives:

1) Evaluate algorithms for quantifying trust in terms of risk which can then be deployed on a robot or artificial agent. This objective uses our interdependence theory framework in conjunction with a definition of trust to conceptualize and quantify trust. We have developed a rigorous and formally grounded scientific insight into the social phenomena of trust. Moreover, this insight has resulted in algorithms for determining if a social situation demands trust and for quantifying trust in terms of risk.

2) Explore methods for repairing a trusting relationship with a human. Our process for repairing trust involves damage mitigation and then trust building. In order to mitigate damage the robot attempts to determine whether the trust violation will internally or externally attributed by the person. Based on this determination, the robot either denies responsibility or apologies for the violation. The robot then proceeds to build trust by iteratively increasing situational risk.

3) Understand how people evaluate the trustworthiness of a robot during risky situations, such as an emergency. It is not clear that people evaluate financial risk in a similar manner as risk encountered during an emergency evacuation. Physical risk may result in uniquely trusting or untrusting behavior by the person in the presence of a robot.

Thus, overall, this project will result in methods for updating, refining, and repairing a robot’s assessment of trust based on specific experiences with a particular human. Most importantly, the results of the proposed effort will be transitioned from initial experiments on well-defined social situations to less well-defined but more generally applicable social situations.

2 Summary of Accomplishments

Over the course of this project all three objectives listed above have been addressed. Moreover, the experiments resulting from these objectives have generated ten different publications, numerous articles by interested members of the media and public, and several potential opportunities to transition this work to projects of Air Force and public interest. The experiments conducted as part of this project have generated data from approximately 2150 people. This data has resulted in the following significant findings:

- Several experiments confirm the predictions of our trust framework. Namely, our experiments indicate a +0.592 overall correlation between the situations people state demand trust and the predictions our conditions make. A total of 77.4% of responses agreed with the algorithm’s predictions across all surveys and scenario categories. In narratives predicted by the algorithm to require trust we found a 92.8% agreement with participants. Results from this experiment have been published in the journal of Interaction Studies.

- We have confirmed these results in simulated robot experiments. In these experiments a robot offers guidance to a human subject as part of simulated emergency. Results from these experiments show that trust in the autonomous systems starts high (70-85%) but drops precipitously after a single system failure (by ~50%). Methodologically, these experiments call into question the use of financial bonuses as means for simulating risk and show that measures of trust obtained from self-reports strongly correlates to the individual’s behavioral decisions. Results from these experiments are forthcoming in the journal IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics.
- Data from these simulation experiments indicates that a small portion of the population will overtrust an autonomous system, meaning that they will continue to put themselves at risk even after the system has failed. The potential for overtrust is an important concern related to the deployment of autonomous systems. In our experiments subjects showed clear indications of automation bias, believing that the machine was capable of making better decisions than the person. We have submitted an NSF proposal and had a book chapter accepted on this and related topics.

- Using the emergency evacuation experimental procedure we found that apologies and promises made by a robot repair a person’s trust in the robot only if these apologies and promises are made just prior to a risky decision made by the person. We found that the same apologies and promises made immediately after a mistake by the robot had no effect on trust. Thus, the use of trust repair strategies may be time sensitive and ineffective if used after the robot has broken trust.

- Humans tend to overtrust robots during live emergencies. We found that 39 of 43 people followed the robot’s guidance during a staged emergency in spite of the robot’s failures to correctly guide the person during an initial portion of the experiment. Further, in spite of the robot’s errors, people generally rate the robot as trustworthy and state that they would follow the robot again. This experiment may have serious consequences related to the DoD’s deployment of autonomous robots. It suggests that warfighters may come to trust robots too quickly and fail to properly consider the likelihood that the robot will fail during some portion of its mission.

### 3 Year 1 Accomplishments

The first year of the program was spent developing and testing a formal, computational algorithm for predicting if a particular social interaction demands trust. The algorithm is based on a definition for trust that we develop and operationalized from prior work by [1]. We define trust as a belief, held by the trustor, that the trustee will act in a manner that mitigates the trustor’s risk in a situation in which the trustor has put its outcomes at risk. We used this definition, in conjunction with our interdependence framework for social action (IFSAS) selection to develop a formal list of conditions for determining if a situation requires trust on the part of the trustee and for measuring the amount of trust.

This framework uses a matrix representation of interaction (figure 1 below). An outcome matrix (or normal-form game) represents an interaction in terms of the individuals involved, the actions they are deliberating over, and the outcome or utility expected to result from a pair of actions being selected. In situations involving trust the interaction occurs between a trustor and a trustee. The trustor decides whether or not to trust. The trustee decides whether or not to violate the trust. The definition for trust implies that the relative values of the outcomes in a situation demanding trust. The conditions, for instance, indicate that the when the trustor decides to select the action requiring trust, he or she accepts a risk. This risk implies a particular pattern of outcome values. With respect to the trust fall, for example, leaning back and being caught is better than not leaning back which is better than leaning back and not being caught.
The definition for trust indicates that situations involving trust put the trustor at risk. Risk can be modeled as the potential loss of outcome. Hence, selection of the $a_1^i$ (trusting action) results in loss $l = 11o_i - 21o_i$ where $l > 0$. Because small risks tend not to have a large impact on decision-making, we can define a constant $\varepsilon_1$ representing the minimal amount of loss necessary for a risk to influence one’s decision [2]. The loss necessary for trust then is quantified as $11o_i - 21o_i > \varepsilon_1$. Note that the outcome values ($11o_i$ and $21o_i$) vary across the trustee’s action choices (Figure 2). Hence, whether or not the trustor loses outcome when selecting the trusting action depends entirely on the action choice of the trustee. In related work we quantify the amount of trust as $T \propto l$ [3]. Stated as a condition for trust, 2) the outcome received by the trustor depends on the actions of the trustee if and only if the trustor selects the trusting action.
The definition also implies that the trustor has a choice and may choose not to trust. In other words, the trustor may also select the untrusting action. From the discussion above, an untrusting action is an option that does not require risk. Formally, $|1_2^i - 2_2^i| < \varepsilon_2$, where $\varepsilon_2$ is a constant representing the maximal amount of change in outcome to still be considered risk free. In this case, the outcome received by the trustor is not strongly influenced by the actions of the trustee. Stated as a condition, 3) the outcome received when selecting the untrusting action does not depend on the actions of the trustee.

Conditions 2 and 3 imply a specific pattern of outcome values. The trustor is motivated to select the trusting action only if the trustee mitigates the trustor’s risk. If the trustee is not expected to select the action which is best for the trustor, then it would be better for the trustor to not select the trusting action. Restated as a condition for trust, 4) the value, for the trustor, of fulfilled trust is greater than the value of not trusting at all, is greater than the value of having one’s trust broken. Formally, the outcomes are valued $1_1^i > x_2^i > 2_1^i$, where $x$ is 1 or 2.

Finally, the definition demands that, 5) the trustor must hold a belief that the trustee will select action $a_1^i$ with sufficiently high probability, formally $p^i(a_1^i) > k$ where $k$ is some sufficiently large constant.

Condition 1: Investor must choose to invest before trustee can choose amount of return

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investor</th>
<th>Trustee</th>
<th>Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Invest $10$</td>
<td>$S15$</td>
<td>$S15$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invest $0$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$10$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Condition 2: If the investor chooses to invest then the trustee can have a positive or negative effect on the outcome

Condition 3: If the investor chooses not to invest then the trustee has no effect on the outcome

Condition 4: The outcome of an investment with a faithful trustee ($S15$ here) is greater than the outcome of no investment ($S10$) which is greater than the outcome of an investment with an unfaithful trustee ($S0$)

Figure 3: An example of an investment game with annotations to indicate how the trust conditions are applied is depicted. In this example, an investor can choose to invest in a trustee or not. If he invests then the trustee will receive three times the investment and will be able to decide how much to return to the investor. For the purposes of illustration, only the cases where the trustee would return an even split or no money at all are considered.

Figure 3 presents these conditions with respect to the investment game described in Section 2. We assume that the first condition is met. The matrix in Figure 3 results in outcome values $l = 1_1^i - 2_1^i = 15 - 0 = 15$. The second condition considers $15 - 0 > \varepsilon_1$. Thus, in this example, action $a_1^i$ depends on the action of the trustee if $\varepsilon_1 < 15$. The values assigned to the constants $\varepsilon_1, \varepsilon_2, k$ are likely to be trustor specific. In recent work we have explored the possibility of relating these constants to the trustor’s prior experience with different types of trustees [4] For instance, a lower value of $\varepsilon_1$ reflects a more risk averse trustor. A lower value of $\varepsilon_2$, on the other hand, reflects a tighter threshold associated with the untrusting action. For this example, the third condition results in values, $[10 - 10] < \varepsilon_2$. Here, the action $a_2^i$ does not depend on the actions of the partner for constant $\varepsilon_2 > 0$. The final condition results in values $15 > [10, 10] > 0$. Hence, for the investor, the selection of action $a_1^i$ involves risk that can be mitigated by the actions of the trustee and the selection of action $a_2^i$ does not involve risk that is mitigated by the actions of the trustee.
The first four conditions describe the **situational conditions** necessary for trust. We argue that the situational condition must be satisfied in order for an interaction to require trust on the part of the trustor. Testing a situation for these conditions therefore determines if an interactive situation requires trust.

The final condition for trust is based on the trustor’s model of the trustee. In a sense it captures the trustworthiness of the trustee. It requires that the trustor predict the likelihood that the trustee will select the action which mitigates the trustor’s risk, formally \( p^i(a^{-i}_1) \). In prior work we have shown that predictive models of the trustee can be built from experience [5] or bootstrapped by stereotyping [4]. This final condition addresses the temporal aspects of trust such as reputation building and confidence.

The conditions for trust (Figure 3) can be used to indicate if a situation demands trust or does not. Because there are many different types of matrices that do not meet the conditions for trust, we created six categories to capture different classes of matrices that do not meet the conditions.

**Table 1** Different categories of trust and no-trust matrices are presented with representative examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Trust Matrix                      | TR           | Trustor \( a^i_1 \), \( a^i_2 \)
                     Trustee \( a^{-i}_1 \) $2000 \quad $400  
                     \( a^{-i}_2 \) $0 \quad $400 |
| Equal Outcomes                    | EO           | Trustor \( a^i_1 \), \( a^i_2 \)
                     Trustee \( a^{-i}_1 \) $2000 \quad $2000  
                     \( a^{-i}_2 \) $2000 \quad $2000 |
| Trustor-Dependent, Trustee-Independent | DI         | Trustor \( a^i_1 \), \( a^i_2 \)
                     Trustee \( a^{-i}_1 \) $2000 \quad $0  
                     \( a^{-i}_2 \) $2000 \quad $0 |
| Trustor-Independent, Trustee-Dependent | ID         | Trustor \( a^i_1 \), \( a^i_2 \)
                     Trustee \( a^{-i}_1 \) $2000 \quad $2000  
                     \( a^{-i}_2 \) $0 \quad $0 |
| Inverted Trust Matrix             | INV          | Trustor \( a^i_1 \), \( a^i_2 \)
                     Trustee \( a^{-i}_1 \) $0 \quad $400  
                     \( a^{-i}_2 \) $2000 \quad $400 |

### 3.2. Verifying the Conditions for Trust: Narrative Experiment

Over the course of the first year we conducted two sets of complimentary experiments verify that these situational conditions for trust exist and correlate to the evaluations made by human subjects. The first experiment required participants to read a fictional narrative about two people and to decide whether or not the selection of a particular action demanded trust. The second experiment placed participants in a maze and allowed them to decide whether or not to use a robot as a guide through the maze.
Crowdsourcing was used to collect data for both experiments. Crowdsourcing is a method for collecting data from a relatively large, diverse set of people [6]. Crowdsourcing sites, like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, post potential jobs for crowdworkers, manage worker payment, and worker reputation. The use of crowdworkers offers a quick and efficient complement to traditional laboratory experiments. Moreover, the population of workers that provide the data tends to be somewhat more diverse than traditional American university undergraduates. In order to ensure the best possible data, individuals were required to have a 95% acceptance rate for their past work and were only allowed to participate once.

We designed two human subject experiments that asked people to evaluate different situations in terms of trust. The first experiment required participants to read written narratives describing a situation representing an outcome matrix. Written narratives were thought to be a flexible way of presenting a wide variety of different situations to the human subjects. Three general scenarios were used:

1. An investment scenario
2. A navigation guidance scenario
3. An employee hiring scenario

These scenarios were designed to be simple and understandable to non-academics but also sufficiently adaptable to represent the wide variety of outcome matrices from the trust and no-trust categories described in Table 1.

The study design was informed by several pilot studies. These pilot studies indicated that keywords such as “invest”, “follow”, or “hire” biased some participants to conclude that all scenarios where the trustor decided to invest in, follow, or hire the trustee required trust, regardless of the actual outcomes values. This well-known bias is called the anchoring bias and describes the human tendency to focus heavily on the first piece of information when making decisions [7]. In response, we modified the scenarios to use vague terms such as “perform an action” rather than “invest in.” These modifications made the scenarios vague with respect to the action that was performed but did not change scenario in any other way. Examples of the narratives are presented in Figure 4.

The experiment consisted of four separate runs. Each run included narratives based on matrices that met the conditions for trust and matrices from one category that did not meet the conditions for trust (rows 2-5 from Figure 4). In runs 1 and 4, half of the narratives were based on trust matrices and half were based on no-trust matrices (Table 2). Run 1 compared narratives based on trust matrices with narratives based on Equal Outcomes Matrices. Run 4 contrasted trust matrices with narratives based on Inverted Trust matrices. Runs 2 and 3 presented trust matrices in one-third of the narratives and no-trust matrices in the other two-thirds. Run 2 presented the Trustor-Dependent, Trustee-Independent category of matrices in the following manner: one-third of the matrices required trust, one-third of the matrices rewarded action $a_1$ regardless of the partner’s action and the remaining one-third rewarded action $a_2$ regardless of the partner’s action. Run 3 presented the Trustor-Independent, Trustee-Dependent matrices in the same manner. Runs 2 and 3 eliminated the Employee Hiring Interaction so as to make the total number of questions consistent across all runs. Table 2 depicts a breakdown for all runs of the experiment.
Figure 4  Examples of the three different scenario narratives are depicted. The highlighting and format are the same as those presented to the participants.
Table 2

A breakdown of the different matrix categories for each run of the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Trust Narratives Answered</th>
<th>No-Trust Narratives Answered</th>
<th>Matrix Types</th>
<th>Hiring narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Trust and EO</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256 total</td>
<td>Trust and DI</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256 total</td>
<td>Trust and ID</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Trust and INV</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants began the study by reading a consent form. They were then directed to read twelve different narratives. Each narrative involved a trustor and a trustee. The names “Alice” and “Bob” were used in all narratives. Half of the narratives seen by a participant had Bob as the trustor and Alice as the trustee and remainder were reversed in order to test for gender bias. Each narrative ended with an action chosen by the character in the narrative (see Figure 4 for examples), e.g. “Bob decides to perform the action with Alice.” Following this action was the statement “This indicates that Bob trusts Alice.” Participants were then asked to agree or disagree with this statement for each narrative and state their reasons for their answer. Their choice and statement for each narrative was recorded. The surveys were conducted over the internet through a web browser. No participant was allowed to participate in the study more than once. Participants who completed the survey were paid $1.67. IRB approval was obtained for this study.

In order to ensure that the relationship between the trust/no-trust conditions and the data collected was not spurious, we randomized with respect to several potential confounds. The gender of the trustor was randomized and recorded as a possible confound. Whether an action was positively stated (e.g. Bob hires Alice) or a negatively stated (e.g. Alice does not follow Bob’s directions) was also randomized and recorded. Finally, the value of the outcomes were randomly chosen to be either \( x \) or \( 2x \) and recorded to determine if participants were sensitive to the magnitude of the values.

A total of 48 narratives were generated to represent all possible combinations of these variables for each run. Each participant read 12 different narratives. The order of the narratives was randomized. Eight different participants were asked about each specific combination of the variables.

3.2.1. Results

The results from the experiment indicate a strong, positive correlation between the matrices deemed to require trust by the human subjects and the predictions of the situational trust algorithm, \( \phi(1536) = +0.592, p < 0.01 \). These results are based on answers from a total of 128 different participants who read and responded to 1536 narratives. For data involving human subjects, this represents a strong, positive correlation [8]. A total of 77.4% of responses agreed with the algorithm’s predictions across all surveys and outcome matrix categories.
Analyzing the results by category produces a clearer picture of the participants’ agreement with the algorithm and definition. In narratives predicted by the algorithm to require trust, 92.8% of responses agreed (out of 640 total responses from 128 different participants), over the course of all four runs (Figure 5 TR overall). Looking at the runs individually, for the trust matrices agreement ranged from 96.9% (run 4) to 87.5% (run 3). Tests for statistical significant across each pairwise combination of runs indicated only a single significant difference, $p < 0.01$, between runs 3 and 4. Thus, our conditions for trust consistently had a high degree of agreement with participants’ selections.

**Table 3** Representative Comments from Trust Matrix Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agreement</th>
<th>93%</th>
<th>66%</th>
<th>83%</th>
<th>78%</th>
<th>63%</th>
<th>36%</th>
<th>70%</th>
<th>62%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Responses</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Participants</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5** The results from our narrative experiment are depicted above. The abbreviations correspond to those presented in Table 1. The result for all trust matrices in all rounds is denoted as TR. The result for all no-trust matrices is labeled NT. Thus NT is an average of EO, DI-1, DI-2, ID-1, ID-2, and INV. Hence, round one included TR and EO, round two included TR, DI-1, and ID-2, round three was TR, ID-1, and ID-2, and round four consisted of TR and INV. The error bars denote confidence intervals.

The participant’s comments also tended to indicate that they recognized the connection between risk and trust in the narratives (Table 3). For example, when the trustor chooses to perform an action requiring trust, participants often commented that the trustor must believe that the trustee would mitigate the trustor’s risk (our language). Likewise, when the trustor chooses not to perform the trusting action, participants noted that the trustor must have felt that he had a better chance on his own. Both of these
responses strongly agree with the definition of trust. There was little consensus in the comments of the 7.8% of responses that disagreed with the condition’s prediction that the narrative requires trust.

There was slightly less agreement when the participants were presented with narratives deemed by the conditions not to require trust. Each run examined a different category of matrix that did not require trust. Figure 5 presents the results (EO, DI-1, DI-2, ID-1, ID-2, and INV). The percent agreement in the case of the no-trust matrices ranged from 83.3% (Equal Outcomes) to 35.9% (Trustor-Independent, Trustee-Dependent Matrices-Action 1 Rewarded). Hence, the type of no-trust matrix faced by the participant impacted one’s agreement with the conditions. The percent agreement over all no-trust narratives was 66.4%.

For the equal outcomes category, there was 83.3% agreement with the conditions. Participants evaluating this category of narrative predominately confirmed that if all outcomes are equal then any decision made by the trustor did not require trust. A small minority of participants, however, indicated that performing any action with the trustee requires trust, even if there is no risk or reason for performing the action.

For the Trustor-Dependent, Trustee-Independent category of outcome matrices, the strength of the results depended on which action was rewarded. In matrices where the trusting action ($a_1^t$) produced a greater reward, 78.1% of responses agreed that the narrative did not involve trust. Yet, when the untrusting action ($a_2^t$) produced a greater reward, 63.3% of responses agreed with the no-trust prediction, in spite of the fact that these narratives violated the same conditions. Although both results agree with the hypothesis, we speculate that the decrease in agreement reflects the oddity of a narrative in which not trusting someone results in maximal reward. In the investment scenario, for instance, the trustor decides not to invest and the trustee does generate a poor return, yet the amount received by the trustor is maximal. Participant’s comments indicate that this type of no-trust matrix caused some people to reason that the trustee must have performed better than the narrative indicated.

The Trustor-Independent, Trustee-Dependent category showed similar disparity. Narratives where the trustor received greater reward when the trustee violated the trust ($a_2^n$) resulted in 69.5% of responses stating no-trust. Yet, only 35.9% of responses indicated no-trust when the trustor received greater reward if the trustee maintained trust ($a_1^n$). According to the comments, trust can occur even if the trustor’s choice has no bearing on the result. Many participants explained their answer by simply commenting “Bob trusts Alice’s performance,” “She is relying on Bob to perform well,” and similar statements. The difference may have been compounded by the wording in the narratives. The $a_1^n$ action was referred to as “performs well” or “gives correct information” and $a_2^n$ was referred to as “performs poorly” or “gives incorrect information.” The comments seemed to indicate that subjects had a difficult time imagining a scenario in which the trustee “performs poorly” and yet the trustor received the maximal reward.

For the Inverted Trust category, 62.0% of responses agreed that the narrative did not require trust. Some participants stated that they believed it to be impossible to trust an individual to perform an action in an unfaithful manner and thus trust is not possible in this situation.

Not surprisingly, we found that participants tended to invent reasons that explained the trustor’s choice of actions. If the trustor performed an action that was against his benefit (according to the outcome matrix) or did not perform an action that would be to his benefit, participants occasionally invented stories to justify the person’s behavior. For example one participant stated, “Bob uses Alice's information since he trusts the information enough to thoroughly finish in 120 minutes. He'd rather take the time to correctly finish something over finishing it fast.”

With respect to the potential confounding factors, we found that results were not a reflection of the particular scenario as there was no statistical difference between the three scenarios, $\phi(1531) = -0.011, p > 0.05$. Further, the results were not impact by the gender of the trustor or trustee, $\phi(1536) = -0.017, p > 0.05$ or the magnitude of the outcome values $\phi(1536) = +0.030, p > 0.05$. Statistically
significant differences did result from positive and negative action labels; but the correlation of these labels was small and negative, \( \phi(1536) = -0.104, p < 0.05 \). We believe that the influence of positive and negative labels represents an experimental artifact the absence of which would have slightly strengthened our results.

The narrative experiment provides preliminary evidence that our conditions for situational trust correlate to the evaluations made by people. The results also show that this correlation is not limited to a single scenario. Still, the use of narratives forced participants to reason about the interactions of fictional third parties. For this reason, we conducted a follow-up experiment in which the participants had to decide whether or not they trust a robot.

### 3.3. Verifying the Conditions for Trust: Robot Guidance Experiment

We conducted a robot guidance experiment as a follow-up to the narrative experiment. The guidance experiment placed participants in a simulated maze and tasked them with finding an exit. This scenario was motivated by our interest in developing robots that can provide guidance during a fire. For this reason, we developed a maze that was roughly similar to an office environment. Participants are placed in this environment and then given the option of using a guidance robot to assist them with navigating the maze. Regardless of their choice, once they completed the navigation task, they were then asked whether or not they trusted the robot and if their decision to use or not use the robot showed that they trusted the robot.

We created two types of maze which were meant to correspond to the trust/no-trust matrices. In the trust matrix condition, the maze had several walls and barriers preventing participants from easily moving directly to the exit (Figure 6 top). The no-trust condition (Figure 6 bottom) was meant to correspond to the equal outcomes (EO) matrix from Table 1. The equal outcomes matrix reflects a risk-free situation in which the participant expects to receive the same outcome regardless of how either the robot or the person acts. Hence, for this condition, the exit was visible and directly in front of them, although it was located at a distance.

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6** The top two images depict example mazes from the trust condition case and the bottom two images depict mazes for the no-trust condition. The images on the left illustrate the performance of good robots and the right images illustrate the performance of bad robots.
We hypothesized that self-reports of trust by the participants would correlate to the type of outcome matrix that the maze was based upon. Moreover, we hypothesized that the robot’s performance (good versus bad) would not significantly impact the subject’s trust self-report.

Again Amazon Mechanical Turk crowdworkers were utilized as participants. A total of 120 people completed the experiment. Blender, an open source 3D modeling software package, and the Unity Game Engine were used to create a simulated robot and maze environment (Figure 6) in which the crowdworkers were placed. Each maze had only a single exit. Participants performed the experiment using the Unity Web Plugin and a web browser. The robot that provided guidance was based on a Turtlebot robot but also had two arms to garner attention. Results from our prior research indicate that this style of robot communicates directions which are easily understood by people [9].

Each subject began the experiment by reading an introduction broadly describing the experiment and then consenting to participate. The introduction stated that we were testing how people leave buildings in emergencies and encouraged them to act as if they were in a real emergency. Extensive experimentation as part of our related research indicated that the use of this emergency scenario served as better motivation than the use of a monetary bonus [10]. Next, a short tutorial allowed the person to practice navigating a maze. They were then told that, because this was a simulated emergency, they would only have a certain amount of time to leave the building. No exact amount of time was provided. We noted that if they failed to locate the exit in time then their character would not be deemed to have survived.

In the trust condition, the pictures depicted example mazes along with survival rates. The survival rates for people that choose to use a good robot was listed as “typically survived,” those that choose to use a bad robot stated as “typically did not survive,” and did not choose to use the robot presented as “about half…survived.” In the no-trust condition, all pictures presented a maze without barriers and with the exit clearly visible from the starting point. The survival rates in this condition noted that the person typically survived regardless of whether or not they choose to use the robot or whether the robot was good. Again this condition was meant to be risk-free. Figure 7 presents the introduction screen, the examples screen for the trust and no-trust cases, and the survey page.

Next the participants were asked to choose whether or not they wanted to use the robot for guidance by pressing a button before the experiment started. In the no-trust case they were told that the maze would be the same as the one presented in the examples. In the trust case, they were informed that the maze would be different from the examples.

Once the button was pressed the software placed the participant in the maze. If they choose to use the robot, the participant was spawned in the maze with the guidance robot nearby. The robot would begin to move as soon as the participant moved. The participant could choose to navigate the maze with or without the robot’s help. They were given 60 seconds to navigate the maze. Their remaining time was prominently displayed in the center of their screen (Figure 8). In both conditions, half of the robots provided good guidance and half provided poor guidance. Whether or not the participant pressed the button requesting the robot’s guidance was recorded as their decision. We have not examined the extent to which participants actually followed the robot. Results from prior research indicate that subjects who choose to use a robot for guidance tend to continue to follow it regardless of its performance [10].
Figure 7  Screenshots depicting the guidance experiment’s introduction screen (top left), trust condition example screen (top right), no-trust condition example screen (bottom left), and survey (bottom right). A participant would see either the trust condition examples or the no-trust condition example, but not both.

Figure 8  A screenshot of the view of the environment that participants saw in the emergency condition.

Upon completing the maze participants were asked to take a short survey (Figure 7). Two questions focused on trust. The first trust-related question asked, “Did you trust the robot?” The second question asked participants whether they agreed or disagreed with the statement, “My decision to use the robot shows that I trusted the robot.” If the participant had chosen not to use the robot then the word “NOT” is inserted before the word “use.” Finally, a second set of survey questions collected demographic information.
3.3.1. Results

A total of 120 participants (mean age = 31.25, 40% female, 94.1% United States nationality) completed the experiment. The results from the experiment indicate a strong positive correlation between participant’s trust self-report and the predictions of the situational trust algorithm as to whether or not the maze required trust, $\phi(120) = +0.406, p < 0.001$ (Hemphill, 2003). The correlation is not as strong as in the narrative experiment (where $\phi = +0.592$). Our conditions for trust were met when the participants were presented with a trust maze and choose to use the robot. This occurred for 50 of the 120 subjects. When these conditions were met 74.0% ± 12.2% of participants reported trust (Figure 9). For 70 of the 120 participants the conditions for trust we not met because either they were presented with a no-trust maze or they choose not to use the robot. In this case only 32.9% ± 11.0% reported trust. This difference is statistically significant, $\chi^2(1, 120) = 6.53, p < 0.001$. The results were nearly identical regardless of which of the two self-report questions were used for the analysis. Overall, 76.7% of participants chose to follow use the robot for guidance.

![Self-reported Trust in the Navigation Experiment](image)

**Figure 9** The results from the robot guidance experiment are depicted above. When the conditions for trust are met, participants were significantly more likely to self-report trust.

One potential confounding variable is the quality of guidance provided by the robot. Yet our overall results indicated that the quality of guidance did not significantly correlate to participant’s reports of trust, $\phi(120) = +0.067, \chi^2(1, 120) = 0.53, p = 0.47$. This experiment thus provides additional evidence that our conditions for situational trust do correlate to the evaluations made by people.

3.4. Year 1 Conclusions

The results from the experiments support our hypothesis that outcome matrices which meet the conditions for trust are also deemed to require trust by people. We found this to be true regardless of whether the subjects are reading narratives about the actions of others or selecting behaviors with a robotic teammate. Still, the results from the narrative experiment indicated a stronger correlation (+0.592) than the results from the guidance experiment (+0.233). Part of the reason for this difference may have been a social desirability bias present in the guidance experiment. Social desirability bias is a subject’s tendency to
respond in a manner which is socially desirable [11]. Social desirability may have influenced subjects to report that they trusted the robot regardless of how they actually felt. Consider that nine subjects reported trusting the robot even though it headed in a direction that was clearly away from a visible exit and then stopped moving (Figure 6 bottom right depicts its path).

The experiments focused on the impact of the situation on trust. We have attempted to rule out the influence of several potential confounding variables such as the quality of guidance by the robot, the gender of the agents, the action selected by the trustee, and the context of the narrative (investment, navigation, employment related). The data indicates that these factors were not responsible for the results. We therefore conclude that our results support our contention that facets of the situation, namely risk, strongly influence the trust decisions of human subjects. Moreover, this situational trust can be captured in a series of conditions implementable on a robot.

The first year of this article has investigated a set of conditions for determining if an interactive situation demands trust. Our focus was to evaluate the extent to which these conditions correlate to the classifications made by people. Our motivation for doing so was to develop a general conceptualization of trust which could be used to guide the behavior of a robot. Overall, our data supports the contention that perceived risk is central to the trust phenomenon, even for interactions involving a robot. These results are in agreement with both the trust community [12, 13] and the robotics community [14].

We attempted to ensure the internal validity of the experiments by randomly selecting subjects, using control groups, addressing potential confounding variables, and limiting the potential for experimenter bias. The external validity of our results, however, is limited. Because the experimental environment was simulated and participants completed the task online, the study lacked the true visceral reaction of a real emergency. Additional real-world studies were thus warranted. Further, although we tried to use a variety of different situations and contexts, fully capturing the many different environments in which trust occurs was impossible. The conclusions drawn are necessarily based on a limited number of situations. Finally, although the study’s participants were from a broad cross-section of the United States, they still represent a limited population. Hence, we are not claiming that the results represent a general truism about trust, rather, only that they serve as evidence of the connection and validity of our approach for conceptualizing and reasoning about trust with respect to outcome matrices.

4 Year 2 Accomplishments

Results from the first year indicated a strong agreement between the predictions of our conditions for trust and the evaluations of human subjects. These original experiments were conducted using a narrative description of an interactive scenario that did not involve use of a robot. In the second year we focused on a human-robot interaction scenario in which a robot offers to provide guidance to a person during an emergency. This scenario is motivated by recent events involving fires in which people were trapped because of crowding and is DOD relevant as evidenced by ONR’s SAFFiR project involving the development of an autonomous shipboard firefighting robot.

4.1. Trust during Simulated Emergency Evacuations

The emergency guidance experiments that we conducted during this second year placed people in a maze under time pressure to find an exit. These experiments required a person to navigate a simulated maze with or without the help of a robot. In order to examine the impact that a robot’s initial performance has on later decisions involving trust, the person was required to navigate a different maze in two separate rounds. They were given the option to use a guidance robot prior to navigating both mazes. Data reflecting their decision to use or not use a robot as well as surveys focused on the participant’s reasoning were collected as data.
The decision to trust the robot during these experiments was a binary decision. The person either allowed the robot to provide guidance or did not. The decision to use the robot was viewed as an indicator of trust. We also measured trust by asking participants to self-report whether or not they agree with the statement: “I trusted the robot when I made my choice to follow or not follow the robot.” In addition to the options to agree or disagree, we also gave an option labeled “Trust was not involved in my decision.” In pilot studies, we found that some participants interpret a disagreement to the statement to mean that they actively distrusted the robot, hence we provided a third option that clearly indicates they neither trust nor distrust the robot. The results therefore focused on affirmations of trust.

**Figure 10**  Experimental protocol with screenshots from experiment. The entire experiment was presented in a Unity 3D web game, including the survey questions.

The simulation environment was created to slightly resemble an office building and included corridors and rooms designed to give it a maze-like appearance. Participants were placed in the environment with no previous experience and required to find a single exit.
The general experimental setup is depicted in Figure 10. Participants began by accepting the request on Mechanical Turk and clicking a link to a Unity 3D Web Player executable. Some participants had to download the Unity Web Player plugin to perform the experiment. Next they viewed an introductory message that described the navigation task they were to perform. This page included photos of an exit and the guidance robot. The guidance robot varied in the two experiments. They were then offered the opportunity to practice navigating a maze. They had a first-person view of the maze and used their keyboard arrow keys to move. After the practice session, they were presented with illustrative examples of prior human-robot performances in the maze. The nature of these examples varied with respect to the experiment. The participant was then asked to decide whether or not they would like a robot to provide guidance during the first round of the experiment. After making their choice the person then navigated the maze and completed a short survey (Table 4). They were then offered another opportunity to decide if they wanted to use the guidance robot in the second round. They then navigated the maze in the second round and completed a short survey about their second round decision. The robot’s guidance performance in the second round always matched its performance in the first round. The experiment concluded with a final survey that collected demographic information about participant age, gender, country of residence, occupation, and education level. This survey also asked if participants have worked with a real robot before.

Table 4: The survey presented to participants after each round. This survey gathered qualitative and quantitative information about a participant’s trust in the robot as well as comments on their decision to use the robot or not. The first four questions had yes or no options available as answers. The fifth question had agree, disagree, and trust was not involved in my decision as options. All questions had space for explanations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Did you choose to use the robot in the previous experiment?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Did you trust the robot?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Did you believe that the robot would find the exit quickly?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Were you motivated to find the exit as quickly as possible?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. My decision to use the robot shows that I trusted the robot.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The quality of robot guidance (efficient, circuitous, incorrect) was an independent variable studied in both experiments. The dependent variables for both experiments were 1) the participant’s decision to follow or not follow the robot and 2) the participant’s self-reported trust. Data on these variables was collected after each round for all participants.

4.2. Robot Failures during Emergency Evacuations

We believed that the robot’s behavior during the first round would inform the person of the robot’s ability and serve as a source of information for future rounds. We therefore examined how the robot’s behavior affects the participants’ self-reports of trust in the second round. We also investigated different types of robot guidance failures: one that inefficiently leads the person to the exit and one that fails entirely to lead the person to the exit. In pilot studies we evaluated several different types of robot guidance failures. All but two of these failure modes were eliminated because participants were unable to determine that the robot had failed and hence resulting in an extremely long experiment completion time (see Table 5 for a listing of the robot guidance failure types that were not included in the experiments). Overall, three robot behaviors were defined that were used in the experiments:

- Efficient navigation: the robot proceeds directly to the exit location (Figure 11). Robots that acted in this manner are capable of finding the exit within thirty seconds.
- Circuitous navigation: the robot explores many possible routes before eventually finding the exit (Figure 12). Robots that acted in this manner are capable of finding the exit in ninety seconds.
- Incorrect navigation: the robot proceeds directly to a corner of the environment that is not the exit location and then stops. This is meant to emulate the behavior of a robot that has incorrect
information about the exit location. Robots that acted in this manner stopped moving after approximately thirty seconds at a point at least thirty seconds from the exit.

### Table 5: Poor robot guidance behaviors that were explored as part of a pilot experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reason for Exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small Loops</td>
<td>Robot circled an obstacle continuously</td>
<td>Several loops around the obstacle were required before participants realized the robot had failed. The total time for the experiment was too long.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Loops</td>
<td>Robot circled a large area of the environment continuously</td>
<td>Participants could not realize that the robot had failed until it completed at least one loop. This could take several minutes by itself and thus the total time for the experiment was too long.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Searching</td>
<td>Robot searched through entire environment except location of actual goal position. After completing a search it started again.</td>
<td>Participants followed the robot for considerable time before realizing the robot had failed. Some participants would follow the robot for more than 15 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall Collision</td>
<td>Robot nearly found goal but then continuously collided with wall and was unable to proceed.</td>
<td>Participants did not understand that the robot was colliding with the wall and thus did not understand that it failed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 11:** Example of efficient robot behavior. This is the behavior of a robot that knows exactly where the exit is and can thus effectively mitigate the participant’s risk in both experiments. The incorrect robot had a similar path but to a corner of the environment that was clearly not the exit.

**Figure 12:** Example of circuitous robot behavior. This is the behavior of a robot that has to search for the exit but still finds it at the end of its search. In some cases it mitigated a portion of the risk for the participant but in most cases it did not.

In each of the behaviors above, the robot followed a predefined set of waypoints throughout the environment. Waypoints were set near corners or occlusion points so that each was in view of the waypoint before it. The robot waited at each waypoint for the participant to approach before it moved to the next waypoint. The robot was allowed to move considerably faster than the participant so that it would always be leading. The exact time to reach their end points depended on the particular environment and on the participant.

Our experimental setup allows us to measure trust in two ways: as 1) the participant’s decision to use or not use the robot during the second round; and 2) participant’s agreement or disagreement with the statement “I trusted the robot when I made my choice to follow or not follow the robot.”
4.3. Experiment One: Bonus Motivation

The first experiment using the emergency evacuation paradigm used all three robot behaviors and both trust metrics. Successful and unsuccessful robots were used to determine whether participants would continue to trust a robot that performs well more often than a robot that performs poorly. The two unsuccessful robot behaviors (circuous navigation and incorrect navigation) were included to determine if there was a difference in response. Both of these questions were tested as a between subjects experiment with the robot behavior as the independent variable so no participant saw more than one robot behavior type. Our dependent variable was participant’s self-reported trust and their decision whether or not to follow the robot. We expected that the two metrics would have a high positive correlation.

For this experiment, and in keeping with the prevailing literature on trust research [15], we used monetary risk to motivate participants’ trust decisions. Subjects were thus offered a $1 bonus if they could find the exit of a maze within 30 seconds. After the first 30 seconds had elapsed the bonus began to decrease. Ninety seconds after the start of the experiment the bonus was $0. Participants were informed that their choice to use a guidance robot or not would not directly affect their bonus in any way.

4.3.1. Experimental Setup

As noted above as well as in Figure 13 and Figure 14, the first stages of the experiment, the Introduction and Example Outcomes sections, were unique for each experiment. Each reflected the specific, monetary motivation in this experiment. We included one additional survey in this experiment to help us understand the motivations of participants on Mechanical Turk. Participants were asked to rate their motivations with respect to time, money, and enjoyment on a seven point Likert scale. They were then asked to rank the three options from most important to least important. The questions are unrelated to the hypotheses or research question and the survey was only included to help us design better experiments.

The first screen seen by the participants gave instructions for the simulation. The simulated environments were specifically referred to as “mazes” to give the participant an idea of their complexity and goal. The robot displayed during the introduction and used in the rounds was a Willow Garage TurtleBot 2. The 3D model of the robot was created out of CAD files distributed by the manufacturer. The practice session proceeded as described in the Methodology section.

Figure 13: Introduction screen for the bonus motivation experiment. Images of the robot and the exit were used so that participants could gain familiarity with the simulation.

After the practice session, the participants were informed of the performance-based bonus and how to obtain it. Participants were given three example performances for the navigation task:

Example 1: The text “People who used a robot that quickly found the exit typically earned a bonus of about $1.00” accompanied by a top-down view of a direct path to the exit in an example maze.
Example 2: The text “People who used a robot that did not quickly find the exit typically earned a bonus of about $0.00” accompanied with a top-down view of a very indirect path to the exit in the same example maze.

Example 3: The text “People who did not use a robot typically earned a bonus of about $0.50” accompanied with a top-down view of an indirect path to the exit in the example maze.

![Figure 14: Example outcomes for the bonus motivation experiment. Participants were shown overhead views of an example environment with a path drawn in each so that they could understand the complexity of the environments as well as observe a visual representation of successful and unsuccessful robot behavior.](image)

The participants were then asked whether they would like to use a robot in the first round or not. At the start of each round, the participants were reminded of the controls for moving in the environment and informed that their bonus was currently set at $1.00 (Figure 15). When the participant began moving a timer in the top left of the screen started increasing, displaying the time spent navigating to a tenth of a second precision. The bonus was prominently displayed in the top right corner. After thirty seconds of navigating the maze, the bonus began to decrease at a rate of $0.0167 per second (Figure 16). This meant that the bonus was completely depleted after ninety seconds. The second round was setup the same as the first but with a different maze. All other aspects of this experiment proceeded as described above.

![Figure 15: The image above presents the beginning of the first round of the bonus motivation experiment. Round 2 had the same text but took place in a different environment. Participants are reminded of the controls for the simulation, updated on the current amount of their bonus, and shown the time elapsed since the round began.](image)
Figure 16: The figure presents a successful ending to round 1, albeit with a small bonus. This was typical of subjects being guided by a circuitous robot.

Because participants had no control over the amount of bonus they earned; they were all paid the full $2.00 bonus after their experiment was completed. This information was not made available to any participant before they performed the experiment.

4.3.2. Results

A total of 106 participants (mean age=31.0, 60.4% male) completed the experiment, 84.9% of which chose to follow the robot in the first round, with no prior knowledge of the robot’s behavior. Figure 17 depicts the number of participants who used the robot in rounds 1 and 2 for the efficient and circuitous/incorrect robot behaviors and the self-reported trust in rounds 1 and 2 for the different robot behaviors. Only participants who chose to follow the robot in round 1 are reported. As can be seen in the figure, self-reported trust decreases significantly (53%, $\chi^2(1, N = 90) = 12.86, p < 0.001$) when the participants experience a circuitous or incorrect robot in the first round. Only a 4% ($\chi^2(1, 90) = 1.87, p = 0.172$) decrease in trust was reported by participants that were guided by an efficient robot. Figure 18 shows the results for the different failure modes. The type of robot failure had no impact on either the self-reported trust (0% difference) or the decision to follow (0% difference). In both the first and second round a strong positive correlation was found between following the robot and reporting trust in the robot, $\phi(106) = +0.628$ for round 1 and, $\phi(90) = +0.422$ for round 2.

We examined the survey comments to better understand each participant’s rationale. Table 6 summarizes the most common comments from round 2. Note that, of the people that were guided by a circuitous or incorrect robot, many choose to follow the robot in the second round because they believed that the robot’s help was better than no help at all (n=7) or they thought that the robot would perform better this time (n=5). These comments hint that participants were deciding to follow the robot in spite of the loss of bonus.

Table 6: Summary of comments from the Bonus Motivation Experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot Behavior</th>
<th>Used Robot?</th>
<th>Self-reported trust</th>
<th>Comment Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficient (n=30)</td>
<td>Yes (n=25)</td>
<td>Positive (n=22)</td>
<td>Robot performed well (n=21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Did not trust robot, trusted programmers (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Negative/Neutral (n=3)</td>
<td>Impossible to trust machine (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trusted robot initially but explored on own instead of completing maze (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>More than two examples required to trust something (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No (n=5)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Positive (n=2)</td>
<td>No complaint about robot, wanted to try experiment for themselves (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Negative/Neutral</td>
<td>No complaint about robot, wanted to try</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We performed an analysis on our motivational survey to better understand the participants. About half of participants (55) reported that their most important motivation with respect to the experiment was money. The rest were evenly divided between time (25) and fun (24). These results indicate that participants are not solely motivated by simple monetary bonuses in the experiment. Hence, some choose to follow the robot in the second round in spite of its failure and the fact that they self-reported not trusting it because they believed it would ultimately be faster or more fun to follow the robot.

Overall, the results indicate a much larger decrease in self-reported trust when the robot fails compared to when the robot does not fail. This result shows that only a single failure can strongly and quickly influence a person’s trust in the robot, which may have ramifications on the testing and evaluation of such systems. It is also noteworthy that the majority of people (84.9%) chose to follow the robot initially. This result appears to imply that people tend to trust initially.

The results also show that a robot that fails by traveling a short distance and stopping does not have a significantly larger negative impact on both self-reported trust and the subsequent decision to follow than a robot that merely slowly led to the exit. Our results indicate that either failure impacted trust equally both with respect to the self-report and subsequent following. The fact that there was 0% difference in both cases is presumably a statistical artifact. The result is intriguing. Does it indicate that the reduction in trust is only a reflection of good versus bad performance and not, as we expected, mitigated by the way in which a robot failed? This could be an area for significant further research.

Final the data can be used to examine the relationship between self-reported trust and the decision to follow the robot. We predicted that both the participant’s trust and the likelihood of following would be strongly correlated. Indeed, we found a strong positive correlation between following the robot and self-reporting trust. Yet, the results show that numerous participants (26% of all participants) choose to follow the robot in the second round even though they reported not trusting it. This contradicts our own intuition as well as related work, such as [14] and [16], who found that operators typically stopped using

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuitous (n=30)</th>
<th>Positive (n=11)</th>
<th>Robot performed better than human alone (n=7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Did not realize robot performed poorly (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thought robot would perform better in second round (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative/Neutral (n=10)</td>
<td>Curiosity (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Robot performed better than human alone (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No (n=9)</td>
<td>Positive (n=1)</td>
<td>No complaint about robot, wanted to try experiment for themselves (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative/Neutral (n=8)</td>
<td>Robot performed poorly (n=7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No complaint about robot, wanted to try experiment for themselves (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect (n=30)</td>
<td>Positive (n=11)</td>
<td>Thought robot would perform better in second round (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Did not realize robot performed poorly (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Curiosity (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative/Neutral (n=10)</td>
<td>Curiosity (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Robot performed better than human alone (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No (n=9)</td>
<td>Positive (n=1)</td>
<td><em>Unclear response</em> (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative/Neutral (n=8)</td>
<td>Robot performed poorly (n=8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We performed an analysis on our motivational survey to better understand the participants. About half of participants (55) reported that their most important motivation with respect to the experiment was money. The rest were evenly divided between time (25) and fun (24). These results indicate that participants are not solely motivated by simple monetary bonuses in the experiment. Hence, some choose to follow the robot in the second round in spite of its failure and the fact that they self-reported not trusting it because they believed it would ultimately be faster or more fun to follow the robot.

Overall, the results indicate a much larger decrease in self-reported trust when the robot fails compared to when the robot does not fail. This result shows that only a single failure can strongly and quickly influence a person’s trust in the robot, which may have ramifications on the testing and evaluation of such systems. It is also noteworthy that the majority of people (84.9%) chose to follow the robot initially. This result appears to imply that people tend to trust initially.

The results also show that a robot that fails by traveling a short distance and stopping does not have a significantly larger negative impact on both self-reported trust and the subsequent decision to follow than a robot that merely slowly led to the exit. Our results indicate that either failure impacted trust equally both with respect to the self-report and subsequent following. The fact that there was 0% difference in both cases is presumably a statistical artifact. The result is intriguing. Does it indicate that the reduction in trust is only a reflection of good versus bad performance and not, as we expected, mitigated by the way in which a robot failed? This could be an area for significant further research.

Final the data can be used to examine the relationship between self-reported trust and the decision to follow the robot. We predicted that both the participant’s trust and the likelihood of following would be strongly correlated. Indeed, we found a strong positive correlation between following the robot and self-reporting trust. Yet, the results show that numerous participants (26% of all participants) choose to follow the robot in the second round even though they reported not trusting it. This contradicts our own intuition as well as related work, such as [14] and [16], who found that operators typically stopped using
autonomous modes on robots that performed poorly. As discussed in the section that follows, this discrepancy motivated us to continue to refine our experimental methodology.

Figure 17: Change in decision to use robot (top) and self-reported trust (bottom) between the two rounds for the successful and unsuccessful robots. Note that a majority of participants continued to use the circuitous/incorrect robots even though half had lost their trust in the robot. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
The arms allow it to... emergences. The robot was given signage to indicate that it is an emergency evacuation robot. The arms waved while it moved to attract attention. The robot’s appearance and gestures were evaluated...
in a previous paper and it was found that participants understood it better than other forms of evacuation robots [9].

![Figure 19: Introduction to emergency motivation experiment. Note that the robot is different from in Experiment 1. Additionally, participants were told that this experiment was to determine how humans evacuate buildings, not how humans interact with robots.](image1)

![Figure 20: Example outcomes in emergency motivation experiment. Again, participants were shown overhead views of the example environment with a variety of paths, but this time they were presented with survival possibilities, not monetary rewards.](image2)

For this experiment each round ended after 60 seconds regardless of the participant’s ability to find the exit. Once again, before selecting whether or not to use the robot, the participant was presented with a series of example experimental outcomes. The examples reflected the change to an emergency scenario (See Figure 20). The examples were:

- **Example 1**: The text “If the robot was good at guiding humans then they typically survived.” accompanied by a top-down view of a direct path to the exit in an example maze.

- **Example 2**: The text “If the robot was bad at guiding humans then they typically did not survive” accompanied with a top-down view of a very indirect path to the exit in the same example maze.

- **Example 3**: The text “About half of humans survived the experiment without help from a robot.” accompanied with a top-down view of an indirect path to the exit in the example maze.

The words “EMERGENCY! Please leave the building now! EMERGENCY!” as well as the time remaining to exit (to a tenth of a second precision) appeared in the top-center of the participants’ view.
throughout the entire round. See Figure 21 for an example of the beginning, Figure 22 for an example of a successful ending and Figure 23 for an example of an unsuccessful ending to the experiment.

**Figure 21:** Beginning of the first round in the emergency motivation experiment. The timer counted down instead of up in this experiment and was moved to the center of the screen for maximum visibility. Text to indicate that this is an emergency was also placed on the screen.

**Figure 22:** An example of a successful exit in the emergency motivation experiment. This typically happened only in the efficient robot conditions.

**Figure 23:** An example of an unsuccessful exit in the emergency motivation experiment. Text informed the participant there was no time remaining. The robot can be seen in the distance.
Outside of these changes, the experiment was identical to the bonus motivation experiment. Participants
were again required to complete the same survey examining their trust in the robot and reasoning for
choosing the robot. This experiment also consisted of two rounds.

4.3.4. Results

A total of 129 participants (mean age=31.8, 60.5% male) completed the second experiment, 69.8% of
which decided to use the robot in the first round. As shown in Figure 24, the decision to follow the robot
decreases by 50% in the second round when the participant interacts with a circuitous/incorrect robot in
the first round, compared to just 3% when an efficient robot is used first ($\chi^2(1, N = 90) = 19.29, p < 0.001$).
Self-reported trust follows a similar trend with trust decreasing 53% when participants
experienced a circuitous/incorrect robot and self-reported trust increasing by 3% ($\chi^2(1, N = 90) = 24.31, p < 0.001$). Figure 24 shows the results for the different failure modes. The type of failure had
minimal impact in the participant’s decision to follow ($\chi^2(1, N = 60) = 0.27, p = 0.606$). There was
also a minimal change in self-reported trust $\chi^2(1, N = 60) = 1.15, p < 0.284$). A strong positive
correlation was found between choosing to use the robot and reporting trust in the robot in both rounds:
$\phi(129) = +0.661$ for round 1 and $\phi(90) = +0.745$ for round 2.

Again, motivations for participants’ actions and reports can be found in the comments. A short
description of a selection of these comments can be found in Table 7. Note that not all participants’
comments are included in this table for brevity and some participants gave multiple reasons for their
actions.

### Table 7: Summary of comments from the Emergency Evacuation Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot Beh.</th>
<th>Follow Dec.</th>
<th>Trust Answer</th>
<th>Comment Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>Yes (n=29)</td>
<td>Positive (n=27)</td>
<td>Robot performed well (n=24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Negative/Neutral (n=2)</td>
<td>Logical choice, not trust (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No (n=1)</td>
<td>Positive (n=0)</td>
<td>Decided to proceed on own for fun after choosing to use robot (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Negative/Neutral (n=1)</td>
<td>Thought robot would perform worse in second round (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circuitous</td>
<td>Yes (n=15)</td>
<td>Positive (n=12)</td>
<td>Curiosity (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thought robot would perform better in second round (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Robot moved quickly, and thus was trustworthy (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Did not realize robot performed poorly (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Negative/Neutral (n=3)</td>
<td>Curiosity (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No (n=15)</td>
<td>Positive (n=1)</td>
<td>Trusted robot to NOT find exit (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Negative/Neutral (n=14)</td>
<td>Robot performed poorly (n=13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect</td>
<td>Yes (n=16)</td>
<td>Positive (n=9)</td>
<td>Robot performed better than human alone (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No complaint about robot, wanted to try experiment for themselves (n=2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A single failure of a robot caused 50% of participants to stop using the robot in the second round, compared to just a 3% drop with a successful robot. Our data indicates that a smaller percentage of participants chose to use the robot in the first round when compared to the first round of the Bonus Motivation Experiment. While a majority still chose to use the robot, and thus our findings from previous work are still supported, we did not expect such a change. Many participants justified their choice by stating that they did not want to put their life in the hands of a machine. This indicates that people are more likely to initially trust a robot when there is a lower risk (e.g. a financial risk instead of a survival risk). This data serves as evidence that people take the emergency scenario, and the risk it entails, seriously. With respect to the type of robot failure, both experiments showed no difference in either self-reported trust or the decision to use the robot if the person experienced a circuitous robot versus a robot that stopped moving before arriving at the exit. This is an interesting area for future work as it indicates that participants do not discriminate based on how the robot failed, only that it did fail. The results from the emergency experiment show an even greater correlation between self-reported trust and the decision to use the robot than was seen in the Bonus Motivation Experiment. Only 12% of participants chose to follow a robot that they did not report trusting in the second round of this experiment. Additionally, the results agree with existing literature about operator-robot trust [14] [16]. We also found strong support that the decision to use the guidance information from the robot was more sensitive to the behavior of the robot in the emergency scenario than in the bonus scenario. This result suggests that an emergency scenario, in contrast to a bonus scenario, does influence participants to act in a manner that is aligned with their self-reported trust.

The comments indicate that participants took the emergency scenario seriously. Several comments note that individuals acted as if they felt real pressure to find the exit quickly (one participant wrote “It felt like a challenge, and I treated it as an emergency as instructed,” another wrote, “Burning building, needed to get out”). Some likened it to getting the high score in a video game while others just wanted to “survive” the simulation. Participants who did not successfully survive the first round typically stated that they were upset with the outcome. Some were upset at their robot, some at themselves. Almost all participants who failed to survive in the first round vowed to live in the second. We believe these comments are evidence that using simulated emergency scenarios fosters a sense of risk in the participant that is critical for human-robot trust experiments.
Figure 24: Change in decision to use robot (top) and self-reported trust (bottom) between the two rounds for efficient and circuitous/incorrect robots. Note that the decision to use the robot dropped with self-reported trust in this experiment, unlike in Experiment 1. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
4.4. Year 2 Conclusions

The results from this second year of the project lead us to believe that people will often initially trust an unknown robot yet even a single failure would strongly impacts that person’s trust. Our results showed that the manner in which the robot fails does not matter and that a simulated emergency suffices and may be better than monetary incentives motivating people to exit quickly.

The subjects in these experiments showed some indications of overtrust. Some participants continued to use a poorly performing robot in spite of obvious failures, in some cases following the robot long after any bonus or agent survival was lost. Nevertheless, because the simulation experiments appeared to indicate that trust repair was a more pressing problem than overtrust, we intended to examine techniques for trust repair in the final year of the project. Still, we realized that internet-based simulations could be influencing the results. We therefore decided to verify these simulation results by running live experiments testing this emergency evacuation paradigm.

5 Year 3 Accomplishments

The final year of the project focused on two tasks. First we investigated methods that would allow an emergency evacuation robot to repair broken trust. Second, we examined whether or not human subjects would follow a robot during a live simulation of an emergency.

5.1. Year 3 Trust Repair

Robots operating in the real-world are likely to make mistakes. We therefore examined the challenge of creating a robot that has the capacity to actively repair trust. To repair trust one must know how to break trust. In prior research we found that 70% of people would follow a guidance robot when presented with the option in an emergency [10]. Yet, if the robot failed to initially provide fast, efficient guidance to a goal location, most people refused to use it later during an emergency and indicated that they no longer trusted the robot. Results from our work demonstrated that we could either use fast, efficient guidance behavior or slow, indirect, circuitous guidance behavior to bias most participants to trust or not trust the
robot later in the experiment. Thus, using circuitous guidance behavior to a meeting location allows us to then examine different methods for trust repair.

The techniques that we use to repair trust are inspired by studies examining how people repair trust. Schweitzer, et al. examined the use of apologies and promises to repair trust [20]. They used a trust game in which participants had the option to invest money in a partner. Any money that was invested would appreciate. The partner would then return some portion of the investment. The partner violates trust both by making apparently honest mistakes and by using deceptive strategies. The authors found that participants forgave their partner for an honest mistake when the partner promised to do better in the future, but did not forgive an intentional deception. They also found that an apology without a promise included had no effect. In [14], the authors tested the relative trust levels that participants had in a candidate for an open job position when the candidate had made either integrity-based or competence-based trust violations at a previous job. They found that internal attributes used during an apology (e.g. “I was unaware of that law”) were somewhat effective for competence-based violations, but external attributes (e.g. “My boss pressured me to do it”) were effective for integrity-based violations.

Based on the literature, a robot should be able to repair trust by apologizing and promising to perform better in the future. In human-human relationships, even apologies and promises that do not offer any evidence of better performance in the future should help to repair trust. We hypothesized that a robot could repair trust by apologizing or by promising to do better in the future.

Initially, we only attempted to repair trust immediately after the robot broke trust. Because this approach was not successful, we investigated the timing of the trust repair (immediately after the violation or when the trust decision is made) to see if timing had an effect.

5.1.1. Experimental Setup
To evaluate these ideas we developed a 3D simulation of an office environment using the Unity game engine (Figure 26). The virtual office environment has a main entrance where the experiment begins, several rooms to simulate offices and meeting rooms, and four emergency exits. Two emergency exits are marked with standard North American exit signs. The other two are unmarked. Additionally, the main entrance can be used as an exit. A simulated Turtlebot was used in this experiment. The robot is equipped with signs identifying it as an emergency guide robot and two Pincher AX-12 arms to provide gestural guidance. In prior work we performed extensive validation of this robot’s ability to communicate and guide people [9].

The experiment began with a screen greeting the participants and an image depicting the robot. Next, the participants were offered an opportunity to practice moving in the simulation. After practicing, participants were asked to follow the robot to a meeting room where they were told they would receive further instructions. The robot’s navigation behaviors during this phase are discussed below. Upon reaching the meeting room, the robot thanked participants for following it and participants were asked the yes or no question “Did the robot do a good job guiding you to the meeting room?” with a box to explain their answers. Once the participants answered the question, they were told “Suddenly, you hear a fire alarm. You know that if you do not get out of the building QUICKLY you will not survive. You may choose ANY path you wish to get out of the building. Your payment is NOT based on any particular path or method.” During this emergency phase, the robot provided guidance to the nearest unmarked exit. Participants could also choose to follow signs to a nearby emergency exit (approximately the same distance as the robot exit) or to retrace their steps to the main exit. Participants were given 30 seconds to find an exit in the emergency phase (Figure 27). The time remaining was displayed on screen to a tenth of a second accuracy. In our previous research, we demonstrated that this emergency procedure had significantly motivated participants to find an exit quickly [10]. The simulation ended when the participant found an exit or when the timer reached zero. After the simulation, participants were informed if they had successfully exited or not. Finally, they were asked to complete a survey.
Figure 26: The virtual office environment used in the experiment. The green path depicts an efficient robot path while the blue path depicts a circuitous robot path.

Figure 27: The robot providing guidance during the emergency phase. Participants had 30 seconds to exit. Note the clearly displayed emergency exit sign pointing to another exit.

Two different robot guidance behaviors were used in this experiment to guide the participants to the meeting room. The efficient behavior consisted of the robot guiding the participant directly to the meeting room without detours. The circuitous behavior consisted of the robot guiding the participant through and around another room before taking the participant to the meeting room. Both behaviors can be seen in Figure 26. Each behavior was accomplished by having the robot follow waypoints in the simulation environment. At each waypoint, the robot stopped and used its arms to point to the next waypoint. The robot began moving towards the next waypoint when the participant approached it.
The participant was not given any indication of the robot’s behavior before the simulation started. Based on previous work, we expect participants to lose trust in the robot after it exhibits circuitous behavior, but to maintain trust after it exhibits efficient behavior [10]. After guiding the person to the meeting room, the robot has two discrete times when it can use a statement to attempt to repair trust: immediately after its trust violation (e.g. circuitous guidance to the meeting room) and at the time when it asks the participant to trust it (during the emergency). An apology or a promise can be given during either time. Additionally, the robot can provide contextually relevant information during the emergency phase to convince participants to follow it. Table 8 shows the experimental conditions tested in this study and Figure 28 shows when each condition would be used. Statements made by the robot were accomplished using speech bubbles displayed above the robot in the simulation. Note that circuitous guidance behavior was used in all conditions except the efficient control.

**Figure 28**: The experiment begins with the robot providing either efficient or circuitous guidance to a meeting room. After arriving in the meeting room, the participant is informed of an emergency. In some conditions, the robot attempts to repair trust before the emergency (immediately after the trust violation) and in others it attempts to repair trust during the emergency. At the end of the experiment, trust is evaluated based on the exit the participant chose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Statement Given in Speech Bubble</th>
<th>Timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficient Control</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circuitous Control</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Message Control</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>During Emergency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promise 1</td>
<td>“I promise to be a better guide next time.”</td>
<td>After Violation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apology 1</td>
<td>“I’m very sorry it took so long to get here.”</td>
<td>After Violation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promise 2</td>
<td>“I promise to be a better guide this time.”</td>
<td>During Emergency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apology 2</td>
<td>“I’m very sorry it took so long to get to the meeting room.”</td>
<td>During Emergency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>“This exit is closer.”</td>
<td>During Emergency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the final survey, participants were asked a series of questions about how they found the exit, their motivation level during the emergency, and their opinion on the robot’s ability to quickly find an exit. At the end of this survey, participants read the statement “I trusted the robot when I made my choice to follow or not follow the robot in the emergency” and were asked whether they agreed, disagreed, or thought that “Trust was not involved in my decision.” Trust is most commonly measured either in terms of behavior selection (e.g. choosing risky actions) or in terms of self-reports. Our previous work has examined both these measures of trust and found a very high correlation ($r(90) = +0.745$) between subjects decisions to follow the robot and their self-reports of trust (see [10]). For this reason, in this experiment we focused on participant’s decisions to follow the robot even though both measures were collected. Finally, participants were asked to answer demographic questions about their age, gender, occupation, and level of education.

The final survey also included a manipulation check which allowed us to filter out participants who did not pay close attention to the robot’s trust repair message, if one was presented. For this manipulation check participants were asked to select which of nine options best described the robot’s message either after it lead them to the meeting room or after the emergency started, depending on the timing of the message. The options given included the actual trust repair method used as well as other plausible but unused trust repair messages (for example, a promise statement when the robot actually apologized) and random statements such as “The robot recited poetry.” We deployed our simulation on the internet and solicited volunteers for our experiment via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service. Participants were paid $2.00 to complete this study.

5.1.2. Results

A total of 480 participants were solicited on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service in a between-subjects experiment. Thirty submissions were excluded because they had taken similar surveys in the past, because they had mistakenly taken multiple conditions of this experiment, or because they failed to answer at least half of the survey questions. Of those 450 participants, 29% failed the comprehension check, indicating that they did not retain knowledge of the robot’s attempt at trust repair, and were excluded from analysis. This left 319 participants in the eight categories tested. The results of the experiment and the number of participants considered for analysis are in Figure 29. Across all categories, 170 participants followed the robot during the emergency phase. Of the 149 who did not, 126 (85%) went to the nearby marked exit, 11 (7%) chose to retrace their steps to the main entrance, 7 (5%) found another marked exit further away, and 5 (3%) participants failed to find any exit during the emergency phase. Participant average age was 31.7 years old and 37.7% of participants were female. All but six participants reported that they were from the United States and educational backgrounds varied.
A significant difference was found between the efficient and circuitous behavior in the control tests ($\chi^2(1, 114) < 0.0001, p < 0.001$), confirming the results from our previous experiments. These results show that 71% followed an efficient guidance robot whereas only 24% followed a robot that had taken a circuitous route. Additionally, 55 of 56 (98%) participants indicated that the efficient robot did “a good job guiding” them to the meeting room, compared with 21 of 58 (36%) participants for the circuitous robot. We found that 37 of 56 (66%) participants indicated that they trusted the robot in the emergency phase when it previously took an efficient route versus 12 of 58 (21%) when a circuitous route was used. These results support our contention that the use of the circuitous guidance behavior generally breaks the participants trust. We compared each trust repair technique to the results from the efficient and circuitous behaviors to evaluate the impact that each statement had on the participant. For the No Message case an empty speech bubble was displayed to the participant. This case failed to significantly increase usage of the robot beyond the circuitous control behavior ($\chi^2 (1, 96) = 0.019, p = 0.110$). This leads us to believe that the robot is not simply attracting additional attention by communicating during the emergency phase, but that the content of the message matters.

Both trust repair attempts made immediately after the violation occurred did not significantly impact the person’s decision to later follow the robot above the level of the circuitous control (Promise 1: $\chi^2 (1, 83) = 0.033, p = 0.144$, Apology 1: $\chi^2 (1, 92) = 0.012, p = 0.086$). On the other hand, all trust repair attempts performed during the emergency succeeded (Promise 2: $\chi^2 (1, 91) < 0.0001, p < 0.001$, Apology 2: $\chi^2 (1, 92) < 0.0001, p < 0.001$, Information: $\chi^2 (1, 99) < 0.0001, p < 0.001$). Promise 1 and Promise 2 were significantly different from each other ($\chi^2 (1, 58) < 0.0001, p = 0.003$); however, Apology 1 and Apology 2 were not significantly different ($\chi^2 (1, 68) = 0.013, p = 0.089$).

The results clearly show that the timing of the trust repair method is critical for its success. As depicted in Figure 4, apologies and promises made after the violation did not significantly impact the participant’s decision to follow the robot when compared to the circuitous control. On the other hand, the same
apologies and promises made during the emergency phase influenced participant’s to follow the robot at a rate which was comparable to the efficient robot. We therefore argue that the timing of a trust repair attempt is critical for its success. This result is surprising because the total time elapsed between the two trust repair times was small compared with the total time of the experiment. The only events between one potential trust repair time and the other were a one question survey about the robot’s performance and a short paragraph describing the emergency scenario. Additionally, we verified that participants understood the trust repair technique after the experiment finished, so it is unlikely that participants forgot the robot’s message during the emergency.

It is not clear why the timing of an apology or promise impacts trust repair. One possibility is that the speech bubble attracts more attention to the robot during the emergency phase than the circuitous control. Yet, the result from Figure 4 comparing the No Message case to the circuitous control indicates that this is not the case. The primary factor, we conjecture, may relate to the certainty or uncertainty of the promise or apology. During the emergency phase trust repair messages refer to a trust situation that is definitely happening. On the other hand, trust repair messages that occur after violation refer to a potential trust situation that may or may not happen sometime in the future. Thus, a robot that promises to do better “next time” may not be viewed as reliable simply because “next time” may never come. A robot that promises to do better “this time;” however, is making a concrete promise about the current situation. The same may be true for apologies.

Both the promise and apology performed significantly better than the circuitous control when given during the emergency phase, but only Promise 2 performed significantly better than Promise 1. We believe this is because the promise used in this case shows that the robot has a definite intention to perform better, while the apology only shows that it recognized its previous error.

We also found providing additional information to be an effective way to convince people to follow the robot. A significantly greater percentage of participants followed the robot when it indicated its exit was closer than in the circuitous control. It is important to note that this exit is approximately the same distance from the meeting room as the other exit, so the information is not necessarily correct, but participants did not attempt to confirm the information independently. This strengthens the notion that the robot must convey relevant information in order to convince participants to overlook a previous error. The robot did not attempt to explain its previous failure, but did explain why it was performing an action that seemed illogical and participants generally accepted the explanation without question.

This experiment shows that promising to perform better, apologizing for past mistakes, and providing additional information to convince a trustor to follow a robot can work, if the timing is right. Each of these methods worked when the robot used them just prior to the person’s decision to trust, but neither the promise nor the apology worked when performed immediately after the violation. As a practical matter, our results suggests that instead of addressing its mistake immediately, the robot should wait and address the mistake the next time a potential trust decision occurs.

5.2. Year 3 Emergency Evacuation during Live Experiments

Our previous work showed that participants will generally follow a guide robot in a virtual emergency simulated with a 3D game engine even if they have no prior experience with the robot [21], that their trust drops after participants experience poorly performing robots in the same simulator [10] and that a robot which performs poorly providing guidance to a meeting room results in a significant decrease in trust and tendency to follow the robot during a simulated emergency [22].

Much of the research on human-robot trust has focused on the factors that underpin trust in a robot. Hancock et al. performed a meta-analysis over the existing human-robot trust literature identifying 11 relevant research articles and found that, for these papers, robot performance is most strongly associated with trust \( r = +0.34 \) [23]. Desai et al. performed several experiments related to human-robot trust [16,
This group’s work primarily focused on the impact of robot reliability on a user’s decision to interrupt autonomous operation by the robot. They found that poor robot performance negatively affected the operator’s trust of the robot; however, this is a qualitatively different question than the ones examined in this paper. In contrast to the work by Desai et al., our work and the emergency evacuation scenario we investigate does not afford an opportunity for the human to take control of the robot. Instead, we are examining situations when people must choose to either follow the guidance of a robot or not. While this still explores the level of trust a person is willing to place in an autonomous robot, we believe that the difference between an operator’s perspective on trust and an evacuee’s perspective on trust is significant. The evacuee cannot affect the robot in any way and most choose between his or her own intuition and the robot’s instructions.

In contrast to the work above, some researchers have found that participants will disregard prior experience with the robot when the robot asks them to perform an odd and potentially destructive task. Salem et al. performed an experiment to determine the effect of robot errors on unusual requests [23]. They found that participants still completed the odd request made by the robot in spite of errors. Bainbridge et al. found that participants were willing to throw books in the trash when a physically present robot gave the instruction, but not when the robot was located in another room communicating through a video interface [25]. This experiment did not expose participants to any robot behavior prior to the instructions. Our experiment was designed to put participants under time pressure to make a potentially risky decision.

In contrast to this prior work, we endeavored to investigate human-robot trust during high-risk situations. Unlike low risk situations, high-risk situations may engage fight-or-flight responses and different cognitive faculties which impact a person’s trust in difficult to predict ways. To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt to examine human-robot trust in comparatively high-risk situations.

The section below describes a series of experiment live experiments. The conduct of the experiments themselves and an initial analysis of the results was funded internally funded by the Georgia Tech Research Institute. Air Force funds were only used to further and more extensively analyze the results from these experiments. The description below is not ordered chronologically but conceptually in order to aid the reader’s understanding of the research. Each sub section lists the source of funding in the section title in parentheses.

5.2.1. Live Emergency Evacuation Experiments (funded by GTRI)

To create a high-risk situation, we utilize an emergency evacuation scenario in which a robot first guides a person to meeting room. Next, we simulate an emergency using artificial smoke and smoke detectors and have the robot provide guidance to an exit. The participant is not informed that an emergency scenario will take place prior to hearing the smoke alarm. Exiting the meeting room the participant has an opportunity to follow the guidance suggested by a robot or, alternatively, follow a lite emergency exit sign and exit through the door they used to enter the building. We record whether the participant uses guidance from the robot or returns to the main entrance (which is also marked with a standard emergency exit sign) to leave the building in the emergency. We supplement this measurement with survey questions. The robot’s behaviors are depicted in Figure 30.
5.2.2. Experimental Setup (funded by GTRI)

Participants began the experiment by reading and signing a consent form. Participants then completed Survey 1, which asked them to agree or disagree with ten statements about robots (e.g., “Robots are dangerous” and “Robots are helpful”) and asked them to rate their current feelings on a seven point Likert scale. Five feelings were included on the survey: comfortable, safe, relaxed, confused, and scared. Upon completing the survey, participants were given a device that would produce a loud sound in case they needed to abort the experiment for any reason, introduced to the robot and instructed to follow it to a meeting room. They were told that the robot would inform them they had reached the meeting room by pointing with its arms (this gesture was previously evaluated in [9]). Participants were told that written instructions were waiting in the meeting room.

During this non-emergency guidance round, participants followed the robot to the meeting room. The robot was remote controlled from a hidden location in order to ensure participant safety. The robot performed either efficient or circuitous guidance along the way. Participants were randomly assigned to each condition.

Prior studies using 3D simulations of emergency guidance robots have found that people tend to trust robots that performed well in prior interactions but not trust robots that performed poorly in prior interactions [22, 10]. Inspired by this work, we use the two behaviors to bias participants for or against trusting the robot in a later emergency round:

- Efficient: The robot takes the most direct path to its destination.
- Circuitous: While navigating to its destination, the robot enters an unrelated room and performs two circles before exiting and providing guidance to its destination.

After arriving in the meeting room, participants followed written instructions labeled as “Meeting Room Instructions” and posted in two locations on the wall as well as on a table:

1. Sit down at the table.
2. Complete the survey on the clipboard.
3. Close the door to this room.

Figure 30: Layout of experiment area showing efficient and circuitous paths.
4. Read the article on the table. Mark important sections of the article and make any notes necessary on the page. You will be asked questions about this document after the experiment is completed.

This survey (Survey 2) first asked participants “Did the robot do a good job guiding you to the meeting room?” and why or why not. Then the same ten robot statements were asked. Finally, participants were asked how they felt (using the same five feelings as before) while moving through the building to the meeting room. The article was an IEEE Spectrum article about indoor navigation technologies. It did not mention emergency guide robots and was chosen because it was somewhat related to the experiment so far, but would not bias participants towards or against the robot.

A timer on a smoke generator was triggered when the participant closed the meeting room door. This was supposed to occur after the participant finished the survey and before they started the article, but some participants closed the door early. Other participants never closed the door and an experimenter closed it when it was clear from camera footage that participants had completed the survey. The timer counted down for three minutes and then released artificial smoke into the hallway outside the meeting room door for twelve seconds. In tests, this was found to be sufficient to give a smoky appearance to the hallway outside the meeting room but not enough to impair participant vision such that they would injure themselves (see Figure 31 for example). The robot was placed at a hallway along the path to the main entrance and pointed down the hallway to what appeared to be another exit (Figure 32).

The emergency round began when the artificial smoke triggered a smoke detector. This could take approximately thirty to ninety seconds after the smoke stopped. Participants exited the room, proceeded down the hallway to the first corner, and then observed the robot. They then decided to either follow its guidance or proceed to the main entrance.

![Figure 31: Example of smoke-filled hallway after smoke detector is triggered.](image)

An experimenter was waiting at the entrance and another was waiting at the back exit, where the robot was pointing, during the simulated emergency. When the participant had clearly made their choice by walking further down the hallway to the main entrance or down the hallway to the back exit, the closest experimenter stopped him or her and informed him or her that the emergency was a part of the experiment. The participant was then given a third survey, where they were asked about the realism of the emergency, the method they used to find an exit, whether their decision to use the robot indicated that they trusted it, the same ten statements as before, the five questions on feelings, and demographic information.
Aside from three experimenters and one participant, no one else was in the building at the time of the experiment. The study was performed in a double-blind manner in which neither the experimenters that interacted with the participants knew what type of behavior the robot employed. This experiment was approved by the university’s IRB and was conducted under the guidance of the Georgia Tech fire marshal.

All experiments took place in the office area of a storage building on our campus. The building was otherwise unoccupied during experiments. The office area contained a hallway and several rooms. The room at the end of the hallway was designated the meeting room and the room next to it was designated the other room, only used in the circuitous behavior condition. The back exit used for this experiment actually lead to a large storage area, but this was obscured using a curtain. Participants could see light through the curtain, but could not see the size of the room. This was intended to make this doorway into a plausible path to an exit, but not a definite exit to the outdoors. A standard green emergency exit sign hung in the hallway indicating that participants should exit through the main entrance in the event of an emergency. A room in the middle of the building was designated as the control room. An experimenter stayed in that room controlling the robot through an RF link. The experimenter could view the entire experiment area from five cameras placed throughout the building but could not be seen by participants.

The emergency guide robot (Figure 32) used a Pioneer P3-AT as a base. The base had white LED strip lights along all sides to illuminate the ground around it. A platform was built on top of this base to house a laptop computer and support a lighted cylindrical sign 24.5 cm tall and 47 cm in diameter. The words “EMERGENCY GUIDE ROBOT” in 5 cm tall letters were backlit by red LEDs. These LEDs were off during the non-emergency round but turned on during the emergency round. Two PhantomX AX-12 Pincher arms were mounted to the top of the sign. Only the first three joints (the two shoulder servos and the elbow servo) on each arm were present. On top of each arm was a cylinder of foam lit with white LEDs. The arms, including foam, were 68 cm long. While the robot was moving the arms stayed straight up. The arms pointed straight ahead and oscillated by 20 degrees up and down to indicate that a participant should proceed in the direction the robot is facing (either into the meeting room or to the back exit). The robot measured 68 cm from ground to the top of the sign and 136 cm tall with arms fully extended up. For participant safety, the robot was teleoperated for the entire experiment.

Artificial smoke was provided by a Bullex SG6000 smoke generator. The artificial smoke is non-toxic and non-carcinogenic. Two First Alert smoke detectors were used in the experiment. One was placed on the hallway side of the doorframe of the meeting room door. The other was placed in the other room on the wall in case the first did not sound. The detectors alternated between producing a buzzing noise and
the words “Evacuate! Smoke! Evacuate!” when they detected smoke. The alarm could easily be heard in the meeting room with the door closed.

Participants were recruited via emails to students at the university. Thirty participants were recruited for this study but four were not included in the results because they did not complete the experiment. Two participants did not leave the meeting room after the alarm sounded and had to be retrieved by experiments. One participant activated the abort device after walking through the smoke and was intercepted by an experimenter before completing the experiment. In one trial, neither alarm sounded after the smoke filled the hallway, so the experiment was aborted. Of the 26 remaining participants (31% female, average age of 22.5), 13 were in each condition. All but three participants stated they were students. Participants were not warned that an emergency would occur.

Participants were warned before signing up for the experiment and in the consent form that they should not participate in this experiment if they have known heart conditions, asthma, other respiratory conditions, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), anxiety disorders, or claustrophobia. They were not told why. These exclusion criteria were put in place because the artificial smoke can irritate people with respiratory disorders and because the emergency scenario could negatively affect participants with heart conditions or psychological disorders. Participants were also required to be between the ages of 18 and 50 (for health reasons) and capable of simple physical activity, such as walking around the building. The exclusion criteria was intentionally designed to be restrictive to ensure participant safety to the extent possible.

5.2.3. Analysis of Results (funded by Air Force)

The results from this experiment were surprising: all 26 participants followed the robot’s instructions to proceed to the back exit in the emergency (Figure 33). Eighty-one percent of participants indicated that their decision to follow the robot meant they trusted the robot. The remaining five individuals (three in the efficient condition, two in the circuitous condition) stated that trust was not involved. They justified this with a variety of different reasons. One participant in the circuitous condition stated that they did not believe that the emergency was real. One in the efficient condition felt that they had no choice in the emergency. Another in the efficient condition noted that following the robot was the logical choice. One participant (also in the efficient condition) indicated that the robot was designed to help (and thus it was not the robot that was being trusted) and the last (in the circuitous condition) believed that trust was not involved in this interaction because they would not necessarily trust the robot in every emergency. Eighty-five percent of participants indicated that they would follow the robot in a future emergency. Only three participants noticed the emergency exit sign behind the robot and none expressed an interest in following it.
Figure 33 Results from the main study (green and red bars) and exploratory studies (orange bars) discussed in the next section.

Results from the second survey found that just four of the thirteen participants with the circuitous robot reported that it was a bad guide. Three other participants indicated that it was a good guide in general, but that it made a mistake by going into the other room. The remaining six participants gave varying reasons for why they thought the robot was a good guide, including that it moved smoothly and pointed to the right room in the end. It is worth noting that in [22] the researchers found that many participants marked that the robot was a good guide in the non-emergency phase of the experiment, but were still biased against following it in the emergency. This result inspired one of the exploratory studies presented in the next section.

There are confounding factors that could serve as alternative explanations for the results and explain why participants behaved differently in this experiment than in previous virtual emergency experiments such as [22, 10]. Lack of believability during the experiment is one confounding factor. Participants may not have believed the simulated emergency was real and based their decision and survey responses as such. It is difficult to measure the realism of the experiment because participants may not want to admit they believed it (social desirability bias). We attempted to evaluate the experiment’s believability by asking participants to complete a survey about their current feelings before and after the experiment. The change in these results can be seen in Figure 35. All of the survey questions were on a 7-point Likert scale. Participants generally reported being comfortable, relaxed and safe before the experiment began (median of 6 for each). Some participants reported being confused (median of 3) and almost none reported being scared (median of 1) in the beginning. There was very little change (median changed less than or equal to 1 on each question) in the second survey. Participant answers in the third survey showed a marked change in comfort, relaxation, and safety level, (median of 5, 4, and 5, respectively), and increase in confusion (median of 4.5) with a similar increase for the scared scale (median of 2.5). Fifty-four percent of
participants gave an increased confusion score between the pre and post surveys with 27% (seven participants) increasing that score by 3 or more. Additionally, 62% of participants (mainly the same participants) increased their response to the scared question with 15% increasing their rating by 3 or more. Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Tests indicate that these results were significant: Comfortable Z=12, p<0.001, Relaxed Z=22, p=0.003, Safe Z=26, p<0.001, Confused Z=35.5, p=0.023, Scared Z=4.5, p<0.001.

![Response to Likert Survey Questions in Pre and Post Surveys](image)

**Figure 34:** Change in participant responses to questions about their feelings from before the experiment (gold) to the emergency (blue).

Despite this decrease in positive feelings and increase in negative feelings, most participants (58%) rated the realism of the emergency as low (1 or 2). Thirty-eight percent of participants rated it as moderate (3, 4 or 5) and only one participant rated it as high (6). The one participant who aborted the experiment (not included in the results above due to not completing the experiment) after seeing the smoke rated it a 6 out of 7. After reviewing video recordings of the experiment, we observed that 42% of participants had a clear physical response (either leaning away from the smoke or stepping back from the door in surprise) when opening the door to a smoke-filled hallway. This leads us to believe that many participants were likely exhibiting post-hoc rationalization on the survey: when they took the survey they knew that the experiment was not real, so they responded accordingly.

### 5.2.4 Exploratory Studies: How to Bias Against Following a Robot (funded by GTRI)

The results above are promising from one perspective: clearly the robot is considered to be trustworthy in an emergency. Yet, it is concerning that participants are so willing to follow a robot in a potentially dangerous situation even when it has recently made mistakes. The observed phenomena could be characterized as an example of overtrust [1]. Overtrust occurs when people accept too much risk believing that the trusted entity will mitigate this risk. This raises the important question, how defective must a robot be before participants will stop following its instructions?

Following our main study, we conducted three small studies to determine if additional behaviors from the robot either before or during the emergency would convince participants not to follow its instructions in the emergency. The first exploratory study, labeled Broken Robot, tested a new behavior during the non-emergency phase of the experiment. The second, Immobilized Robot, evaluated a behavior that spanned
the entire study. The final study, Incorrect Guidance, determined the effect of odd robot behavior during the emergency phase of the experiment. A total of 19 participants were recruited for the three studies but three did not complete the experiment. One because the alarm failed to sound, one because the participant left the meeting room before the emergency started, and one because the participant did not leave the meeting room after the alarm sounded. The 16 remaining participants (38% female, average age of 20.9 years old) were divided into the three new conditions.

5.2.5. Broken Robot Experiment (funded by GTRI)

We believed that the robot’s behavior during the non-emergency phase of the experiment would influence the decision-making of the participant during the emergency. Given that about half of the participants did not realize that the circuitous robot had done anything wrong, we designed a robot behavior that would obviously be a bad guide. As with the main experiment, this experiment began by guiding participants down the hallway. When it reached the first corner, the robot spun in place three times and pointed at the corner itself. No discernible guidance information was provided by the robot to participants. An experimenter then approached the participant and said, “Well, I think the robot is broken again. Please go into that room [accompanied with gestures to the meeting room] and follow the instructions. I’m sorry about that.” The experiment then proceeded as in the previous conditions: the participant closed the meeting room door, the robot was moved to its emergency position (Figure 30) and smoke was released to begin the emergency phase. Five participants took part in this condition.

During the emergency, despite the robot’s breakdown in the non-emergency phase of the experiment, all five participants followed the robot’s guidance by exiting through the back exit (Figure 34). All five indicated that their decision meant that they trusted the robot and all five indicated that they would follow it in a future emergency. Four of the five participants indicated that the robot was not a good guide in the non-emergency phase of the experiment. The only one who indicated that it was a good guide did not hear the speech from the experimenter and thus did not experience the entire robot condition. The participant saw the robot spin in circles and then found the meeting room without any help. He considered that the robot had done a good job because he was able to find the meeting room quickly. Despite the higher percentage of participants who rated the robot as a bad guide in the non-emergency phase of the experiment, this condition produced the same results as in the circuitous condition.

Participants rated the emergency with a median of 3 out of 7 on the realism scale. Participants rated their feelings in the emergency scenario with a median of 5 for comfort, 5 for relaxation, 6 for safety, 4 for confusion and 4 for scared.

5.2.6. Immobilized Robot Experiment (funded by GTRI)

In the immobilized robot condition, we attempted to convince participants that the robot was still malfunctioning during the emergency by having it behave poorly throughout the experiment.

At the start of the experiment, the robot moved a short distance forward, but then, upon reaching the intersection of the hallways (Robot Emergency Position in Figure 30) it spun in place three times and then pointed to the back exit. At this point, an experimenter informed the participant that the robot was broken with a similar speech as in the broken robot condition. The robot did not move and continued gesturing towards the back exit for the remainder of the experiment. The robot’s lights were not turned on. From the perspective of an evacuating participant, the robot did not appear to have moved or changed behavior from when they were told it was broken in the non-emergency phase of the experiment. Five participants took part in this condition. In this condition, four of the five participants followed the robot in the emergency (Figure 34). The one participant who did not follow the robot noticed the exit sign and chose to follow it instead. Three of the four participants who followed the robot’s guidance indicated that they trusted it (the remaining said that this was the first exit available and thus trust was not involved). Two
said they would follow it again in the future. All five rated the robot as a bad guide in the non-emergency phase of the experiment.

Participants rated the emergency with a median of 1.5 out of 7 on the realism scale. Participants rated their feelings in the emergency scenario with a median of 3 for comfort, 3 for relaxation, 5 for safety, 6 for confusion and 4 for scared.

![Figure 35: Robot performing incorrect guidance condition by pointing to a dark, blocked room in the emergency](image)

5.2.7. Incorrect Guidance Experiment (funded by GTRI)

Inspired by the results in the immobilized robot condition, we tried a third robot behavior that might convince participants not to follow its guidance in an emergency. In this condition, the robot performed the same as in the broken robot condition, with accompanying experimenter speech, in the non-emergency phase of the experiment. During the emergency, the robot was stationed across the hall from its normal emergency position and instructed participants to enter a dark room (Figure 35). The doorway to the room was blocked in all conditions with a piece of furniture (initially a couch then a table when the couch became unavailable) that left a small amount of room on either side for a participant to squeeze through to enter the room. There was no indication of an exit from the participant’s vantage point. All lights inside the room were turned off. Six participants took part in this condition.

Two of six participants followed the robot’s guidance and squeezed past the couch into the dark room. An additional two participants stood with the robot and did not move to find any exit on their own during the emergency. Experimenters retrieved them after it became clear that they would not leave the robot. The remaining two participants proceeded to the front exit of the building (Figure 33). The two participants who followed the robot’s instructions indicated that this meant they trusted the robot, although one said that he would not follow it again because it had failed twice. The two who stayed with the robot indicated that they did not trust the robot and the two who proceeded to the front exit selected that trust was not involved in their decision. None of those four indicated that they would follow the robot in a future interaction. All six participants wrote that the robot was a bad guide in the non-emergency phase of the experiment.

Participants rated the emergency with a median of 1.5 out of 7 on the realism scale. Participants rated their feelings in the emergency scenario with a median of 4 for comfort, 4 for relaxation, 5 for safety, 5.5 for confusion and 3 for scared.
5.2.8. Analysis of Results (funded by the Air Force)

Our results show that none of the robot behaviors performed solely in the non-emergency phase of the experiment had an effect on decisions made by participants during the emergency. These results offer evidence that errors during prior interactions have little effect on a person’s later decision to follow the robot’s guidance. These results appear to disagree with the work of others examining operator-robot interaction in low-risk situations [14] and emergency guidance studies in virtual simulation environments [10, 22]. A similar conclusion was reached in [24]. We have found that participants have a tendency to follow a robot’s guidance regardless of its prior behavior. To better understand participants’ reasoning, we examined their survey response. Of the 42 participants included in all of our studies, 32 (76%) reported not noticing the exit sign behind the robot’s emergency position. Upon turning the corner from the smoke filled hallway on their way out, participants’ eyes were drawn to the large, well-lit, waving robot in the middle of their path. Couple the visual attraction of the robot with the increased confusion reported on the surveys and it is no surprise that participants latched onto the first and most obvious form of guidance that they observed.

These results are in contrast to previous results that found participants did not follow a previously bad robot in a virtual simulation of an emergency. In the high-risk scenario investigated here, participants observed what appeared to be smoke and had to make fast decisions. Although the virtual emergency was also under time pressure, participants were not in real danger and thus were able to be more deliberative in their decision-making. They were likely conscious of the fact that they were in no real danger and so they could take their time to make the best choice possible.

Several alternative explanations for the results are possible. Below, we give our opinions on these explanations, but more testing is necessary to conclusively eliminate them. One alternative explanation is that the age of the participants caused the observed results. Participants in this study were mostly university students and therefore younger and possibly more accepting of new technology than a more diverse population. Still, even if our findings are only true in relation to a narrow population, they show a potentially dangerous level of overtrust.

The realism of the scenario is addressed in detail above, but still presents an alternative explanation. Perhaps participants did not believe that they were in any danger and followed the robot for other reasons. Their increased confusion scores and reactions to the smoke indicate that at least some of the participants were reacting as if this was a real emergency. Given that every participant in the initial study followed the robot, regardless of their reaction to the emergency, we conclude that the realism of the scenario had little or no effect on their response. Additionally, many participants wrote that they followed the robot specifically because it stated it was an emergency guide robot on its sign. They believed that it had been programmed to help in this emergency. This is concerning because participants seem willing to believe in the stated purpose of the robot even after they have been shown that the robot makes mistakes in a related task. One of the two participants who followed the robot’s guidance into the dark room even thought that the robot was trying to guide him to a safe place after he was told by the experimenter that the exit was in another direction. It is possible that participants saw the robot as an authority figure; however, this leads to further questions about why participants would trust such an authority figure after it had already made a mistake.

It is worth mentioning that many people in real-life fire drills and fire emergencies do not believe that they are in real danger (see [26] for an example using the 1993 World Trade Center bombing). Some participants wrote on their surveys that the fire alarm used in this experiment sounded fake, even though it was an off-the-shelf First Alert smoke detector. Others stated that the smoke seemed fake, even though this same artificial smoke is used to train firefighters. It is likely that participants would respond the same when encountering real smoke.

Perhaps participants only followed the robot because they felt that they should do so in order to complete the experiment. In fact, researchers have found that participants were more likely to respond positively to
automation that displayed good etiquette, so it is possible that participants were only following the robot to be polite [27]. One participant of the 42 tested wrote that he followed the robot only because he was told to in the non-emergency phase of the experiment. Each of the conditions in the exploratory studies attempted to realign participant beliefs by having the experimenter interrupt the robot and lead the participant himself. In the broken and immobilized robot case, nine of ten participants still followed the robot in the emergency. Thus, we do not believe that etiquette or prior instructions explain our results.

A final alternative explanation is that the building layout was sufficiently simple that participants believed that they had ample time to explore where the robot was pointing and still find their way out without being harmed. This is possible, but participants did not express a desire to explore any other rooms or hallways in the building, just the one pointed to by the robot. Some participants looked into the other room on their way out, but none spent time exploring it. No participant tried to open either of the closed doors on their way out and, except in the incorrect guidance case, no participant tried to enter either of the rooms blocked by furniture. Participant behavior appears to reflect their conviction to follow the robot’s guidance and their survey responses indicate that they believed the robot was guiding them to an exit.

Prior to conducting the experiment, we expected that participants would need to be convinced to follow a robot in an emergency, even if they did not believe the emergency was real. It is reasonable to assume that a new technology is imperfect, so new life-saving (and therefore life-risking) technology should be treated with great caution. Informal discussions with several prominent roboticists and search-and-rescue researchers reinforced this idea. In contrast, we found that participants were all too willing to trust an emergency guide robot, even when they had observed it malfunction before. The only method we found to convince participants not to follow the robot in the emergency was to have the robot perform errors during the emergency. Even then, between 33% and 80% of participants followed its guidance.

This overtrust gives preliminary evidence that robots interacting with humans in dangerous situations must either work perfectly at all times and in all situations or clearly indicate when they are malfunctioning. Both options seem daunting. Our results indicate that one cannot assume that the people interacting with a robot will evaluate the robot’s behavior and make decisions accordingly. Additionally, our participants were willing to forgive or ignore robot malfunctions in a prior interaction minutes after they occurred. This is in contrast to research on operator-robot interaction, which has shown that people depending on a robot are not willing to forgive or forget quickly.

5.3. Year 3 Conclusions

These results have important ramifications for the study of human-robot interaction. The results highlight the impact of the environment on the decision-making of a person in regard to a robot, although more research is needed before firm conclusions are drawn. In high-risk situations people may blindly follow or accept orders from a robot without much regard to the content or reasonableness of those instructions. It may be hard for the robot to cede control back to the person in these situations.

This study also opens many directions for future work. The most obvious direction is to understand the factors that contribute to overtrust. For instance, discerning if certain personality types or defining which types of situations increase one’s susceptibility to overtrust is an important next step. Developing techniques to prevent overtrust is another important direction for future work. Ideally, these techniques would allow a person to calibrate their trust in a system, engendering an appropriate level of trust fitted for the robot’s capabilities. Many additional questions are raised by our results. How does a robot inform nearby people that it is malfunctioning and should not be trusted? Will frightened evacuees listen to the robot when it tells them to stop following it and find their own way out? Can a non-verbal robot communicate such a message with its motion alone? How many errors must a robot make before it loses an evacuee’s trust?
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7 Publications resulting from this Effort

FY2016
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5. The Intersection of Robust Intelligence (RI) and Trust in Autonomous Systems, W. Lawless, R. Mittu, D. Sofge, and A. R. Wagner (Eds.), Springer, 2016.

FY2014
10. Wagner, A. R., “Developing Robots that Recognize when they are being Trusted”, AAAI Spring Symposium, Stanford University, 2013, pp. 84-89.

8 Interactions/Transitions
FY2016
a) Participation at meetings, conferences, seminars, etc.
   1. Publicity Chair, International Conference on Social Robotics, 2016

FY2015
a) Participation at meetings, conferences, seminars, etc.
   1. Editorship, *The Intersection of Robust Intelligence (RI) and Trust in Autonomous Systems*, 2015
   2. Program Committee and Local Arrangements Chair, Third Annual Conference on Advances in Cognitive Systems, 2015.
   3. Proposal submitted, National Science Foundation-National Robotics Initiative, “Don’t trust me: Preventing Overtrust of Rehabilitation Robots by Children”

b) Consultative and advisory functions to other laboratories and agencies, especially Air Force and other DoD laboratories.
   2. Whitepaper submitted to and accepted by AFRL Human Performance Wing titled, “Fortitude: A System for Preventing Information Overtrust by ISR Analysts.”

FY2014
a) Participation at meetings, conferences, seminars, etc.
   1. ISAT/DARPA meeting on Trusting Networks of Humans and Computers Workshop,
   2. Organizer, AAAI Spring Symposium on the intersection of robust intelligence and trust in Autonomous Systems, 2014
   5. Program Committee, 22nd International Symposium on Robot and Human Interactive Communication (Ro-Man), 2013

b) Consultative and advisory functions to other laboratories and agencies, especially Air Force and other DoD laboratories.

9 New Discoveries, inventions, or patent disclosures

None
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FY2016
- Publication titled “Overtrust of Robots in Emergency Evacuation Scenarios” is a finalist for paper of the year at the Georgia Institute of Technology Research Institute.

FY2015
- Publication titled “Assessment of Robot Guidance Modalities Conveying Instructions to Humans in Emergency Situations” was a finalist for best paper at the IEEE International Symposium on Robot and Human Interactive Communication (RO-MAN) conference.

FY2014
- Georgia Tech Research Institute Research Award (2013). Given to one researcher annually for exceptional research during the previous year.
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